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1. Problem Finding
(The beginning…)
Identify a problem you would like to solve. You may want brainstorm for problems using
different approaches eg thematic, survey or general brainstorming etc.
1A

1.

Document a list of problems you have identified. Your documentation
should show clearly how your group came up with the problems.

We have found that it is often the simplest problems in our daily lives that cause the
greatest annoyances.

Whiteboard duster smudging ink across the whiteboard
Babies accidentally falling down stairs when placed in baby walker → injure and kill
many young and innocent lives
People not keeping a watchful eye on their water usage when they bathe → water
wastage → loss of resources
A lot of toothpaste and toothpaste packaging wastage / lack of oral hygiene when using
toothpaste tubes → although now some toothpaste tubes are recyclable, why not make
it reusable
2.

3.

After multiple discussions (online and face-to-face), we managed to brainstorm a few
problems we have found to be of considerable importance.
Eventually, after weighing the multiple problems based on some factors, we settled
on the problem of people needing to use a lot of energy to push out the remaining
toothpaste when there is very little toothpaste left in the toothpaste tube.

1B

You should have selected a problem based on some considerations.
Identify and justify these considerations.
1.

The considerations we have contemplated include the following:
a.

The severity of the problem

E.g. baby walker problem applies to very few people (mainly rich people living
in landed houses)
b.

The feasibility of the solutions to the problem

E.g. creating an electronic duster (prior to the duster problem)
c.

The effectiveness of the solution to the problem

E.g. interactive showering system (cannot control the person-in-need’s
actions)
2.

We made these considerations based on the following reasons:
a.

If the problem was not severe enough, the product would not be as useful
b.

If the solution to the problem was not feasible, the project would be
extremely hard to carry out

c.

The solution to the problem must be effective of not it will not be as useful

1C
List some problems your group would like to solve. List also the
considerations for selection of problem in the evaluation grid below. Score the
considerations, against the problems, with points 1 (least significant) to 4 (most
significant). Sum up the total points for each problem. Identify that problem you
would like to solve.
Problem Evaluation Grid
*add more columns and rows where necessary

Considerations
for Selection

Problems
Whiteboard
duster smudging
ink across the
whiteboard

Babies
accidentally
falling down
stairs when
placed in baby
walker

People not
keeping a
watchful eye on
their water
usage when
they bathe

A lot of
toothpaste
wastage / lack
of oral hygiene
when using a
toothpaste tube.

The severity of
the problem

2

1

3

4

The feasibility of
the solutions to
the problem

3

2

1

4

The
effectiveness of
the solution to
the problem

1

2

3

4

Total Score

6

5

7

12

2. Define the Problem
(This is one…)

Now that the problem has been identified. It is important to gather information on the extent of
the problem and/or evaluate the usefulness of existing solutions based on some criteria. You
may need to conduct surveys and research on existing solutions.
2A

Extent of problem (Research and discuss the problem and write down the
problem statement)

This problem of toothpaste wastage has not been properly solved yet. When the toothpaste
tube is finished, there will be some toothpaste stuck at the top and around the toothpaste tube
which is hard for people to push out using their fingers. There are no existing products in the
market which can reduce toothpaste watsage. As for toothpaste tube wastage, Colgate has
created a toothpaste tube made of high density polyethylene (HDPE) and Polypropelyene (PP)
which are recyclable but instead of just recycling toothpaste tubes, why not make it reusable.
Globally, 1.5 billion toothpaste tubes are thrown away every year. Thus, we can see that
toothpaste wastage is a major problem.
We have also conducted a survey and from the survey, we can make several observations of
the reasons behind the wastage of toothpaste. It can be seen that the percentages of both the
problems of taking a lot of energy to squeeze the toothpaste out when there is very little
toothpaste left, and squeezing out the wrong proportion of toothpaste (too much/too little) are
very high. Taking a lot of energy to squeeze the toothpaste out when there is little toothpaste left
is a huge problem, as this can be attributed to the wastage of toothpaste due to the inability to
squeeze out the toothpaste, and thus not squeezing the toothpaste that is still left behind.
Hence, taking a lot of energy to squeeze the toothpaste out is a major problem. Squeezing out
the wrong amount of toothpaste is also a major problem, as there will be excess toothpaste that
will eventually be wasted, thus not satisfying the users and causing a lot of wastage.
The lack of oral hygiene in the usage of toothpaste tubes is also still a lingering problem among
toothpaste tubes. When you brush your teeth, you wipe your brush against the toothpaste tube,
which means that the bacteria is transferred onto the tube. When you leave your toothpaste
tube sitting on the sink, that bacteria will start to spread and multiply. If more than one person is
sharing the same toothpaste tube, the bacteria can easily travel from your mouth to your brush,
then onto the tube where it will land on somebody else’s brush and end up in their mouth. We all
do the swipe along the top of the tube to get the paste on the brush, and that’s just rubbing
bacteria all over your toothbrush. Most people are horrified by the idea of sharing a toothbrush
with somebody else but when you share a toothpaste tube, the end result is basically the same.
This is a big problem, especially if the person that brushed their teeth before you has the flu or
even COVID-19. Many toothpaste tubes are unable to solve this problem as they are not
designed well, causing the users to scrape their toothbrush that they use so often to brush their

teeth. Although the toothbrush is rinsed, this still does not ensure that the toothbrush is
germ-free.
Thus, there are no products on the market now that can solve all the problems of the wastage of
toothpaste, the wastage of toothpaste packaging, the lack of oral hygiene in toothpaste tubes,
and having the ability to squeeze out the right amount of toothpaste.
We have conducted a survey and the results are shown as below:

As seen from this, most people that we had interviewed are teenagers.

It can be seen that both percentages of the options are very high. Taking a lot of energy to
squeeze the toothpaste out when there is little toothpaste left is a huge problem, as this can be
attributed to the wastage of toothpaste due to the inability to squeeze out the toothpaste, and
thus not squeezing the toothpaste that is still left behind. Hence, taking a lot of energy to
squeeze the toothpaste out is a major problem. Squeezing out the wrong amount of toothpaste
is also a major problem, as there will be excess toothpaste that will eventually be wasted, thus
causing a lot of wastage.

2B

Compare and contrast the existing or similar solutions.
Problems with existing solutions:
1. Standing tube squeezer (Daiso Industries Co., Ltd.)

●

● Additional purchase
To turn the handle is almost the same, if not the same as just curling up the tube
● Does now squeeze out the toothpaste at the top

2. Toothpaste dispenser (created by many companies)

●

Unsanitary → different toothbrush heads are stuck through the same hole which will
spread oral germs
● Its faulty sometimes right after being bought → gathers some bad reviews which might
affect potential buyers
● Does not fit all toothpaste tubes’ nozzles.
● May be troublesome to attach it to the wall → adhesive is used to attach to the wall
which may damage the wall when removed.
● Poor quality material
● Not ideal for small children → height problems (immovable after placing)
3. Origami toothpaste tube (Nicole Pannuzzo)

● Made of paper → very easy to tear & deform
● Too small, needs to keep changing & if it was bigger, it would be easier to deform
● Not eco-friendly → paper is used and it will speed up deforestation if mass produced

3. Your BIG IDEA#
(Developing the idea….)
Write down your proposed invention and why you want to do it. State also how you think your
proposed invention is better.
3A

Describe your proposed invention.
Design:

Parts:

How it works:
1. Push the plunger until toothpaste reaches the brim of the soft plastic tube
2. Squeeze the soft plastic tube for the toothpaste to come out

3. If more toothpaste is needed then just repeat Step 1 as many times as you deem
appropriate
4. If less toothpaste is needed then just push the plunger less so that the toothpaste level
only reaches lower than the brim of the soft plastic tube
How to refill it:
1. Pull back the plunger to its original position
2. Screw out the top frame of the toothpaste tube
3. Screw out the empty refill
4. Remove the cap of the new refill
5. Screw the top frame of the refill into the inner screw of the top frame of the toothpaste
tube
6. Screw back the top frame of the toothpaste tube

**We can sell our toothpaste product design to various toothpaste companies for them to
manufacture and individual parts can be bought if original ones we lost or damaged to reduce
wastage of the toothpaste tube

3B

Explain the purpose of your proposed invention and the potential benefits
to users.

Our proposed invention was created by us to help people squeeze out all toothpaste with
minimal effort. It also helps people squeeze out their desirable amount of toothpaste that our
users want. It is eco-friendly as our users can buy refills, thus saving them money. It is
extremely easy to use therefore being kid-friendly. It is also hygienic, and allows people to save
time and energy when squeezing out toothpaste.

3C

In what ways would your proposed invention be different and/or better than
existing solutions, if any?

-Our product is easy to use as the user just needs to use our product like a syringe → push the
plunger and the toothpaste will come out. Additionally, the refilling of our product only requires a
few simple steps
-Since our product is refillable, there would be not as much plastic thrown away, thus being
eco-friendly
-People do not need to waste time and energy to squeeze out the remaining toothpaste when
there is very little toothpaste left

-Allows people to squeeze out the right amount of toothpaste
-Does not have the flaws of all the other existing solutions and our solutions
-Since our product squeezes out the right amount of toothpaste, there will be no overflow, thus it
does not make the toothpaste tube dirty
-Since the toothpaste tube can be pressed to squeeze out the toothpaste and would not be
touched by the toothbrushes, there would be no germs collected, therefore being hygienic and
clean
-Low-costing as buying a refill is cheaper than buying an entirely new toothpaste
-User-friendly as there are ridges between the different parts to increase friction for better
attachment of the parts
3D

What are some problems you expect in the course of your proposed
invention?
a. Covid restrictions (a lot of constraints)
b. Unable to find the right materials
c. Prototype is not correctly built
d. Miscalculation of specific parts for the prototype

3E

What and when are the major milestone (project timeline) in your
invention?

#must be able to be constructed based on current / emerging technologies, must not
violate the laws of Science or go against the laws of nature.

4. Proposed Construction or Modelling Process*
(This first… then that…)
You are now onto the fabrication of your prototype/ product. You need to select material and
understand how to put them together so that your prototype/ product can perform its function.

4A

Explain how and why the materials were chosen for the prototype/ product
of your invention

We looked at the properties of the different parts which we wanted to include and then
searched for the suitable materials currently available on the market.
Materials and why they were chosen:
1. 3D printing: Quite a new technology which makes use of technology to conveniently
manufacture the product without a lot of hassle with high accuracy as well

2. Plastic from zip-lock bags: Very flexible; More durable than single-use plastic so that it
can be reused after washing and thus saves the environment
3. Plastic tubes: Flexible; More durable than single-use plastic so that the product can be
reused
4. Glued rubber bands: Very easily found; Efficiently creates friction
5. Pen springs: Easily compressible and can extent again
6. Food safe glue: Safe for oral use
4B

Explore these considerations that may guide the construction of your
prototype/ product.
1. Will the product perform as intended?
2. Will the production of the product be feasible?

4C

Propose how the prototype/ product will be constructed or developed. You
may use drawings and photographs.

Most of our parts of the product will be 3D printed while the production and assembly of the
other parts can be done by hand or machine manufactured if developed on a large scale.

OR
If construction of the prototype is not possible, then you have to create an animation / as a proof
of concept that it can be applied in a bigger scale.

4A

Explain why construction of a prototype is not possible and the proof of
concept is needed in your case.

We had plans to go down to the Makerspace or the Science Research Center (SRC) to
3D print our product. However, due to covid restrictions, we were regretfully
unable to produce it. Thus, we are trying our very best to create a comprehensive
prototype.
4B

Briefly explain how the video / animation can effectively show how your
invention will work and the different considerations.

The animation will firstly showcase the entire structure of the prototype. Then, we would
extract different parts of the prototype and display a 360° view of it while we

explain it concisely. Lastly, we would show how the prototype works, step by
step, with explanation for clear understanding as well.

Warning:
·
·
·

Video / animated simulation only if prototyping is absolutely not possible.

Video / animated simulation must be logical and convincing that the invention works.

Constraints must be clearly included in the logbook or the project will be heavily penalized.
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5A
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